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On Lorentz Invariant Distributions
by

Yu. M. ZlNOVIEV*

The study of Lorentz invariant distributions has a long history.
Lorentz invariant one-point distributions were extensively investigated by
P.-D. Methee [2], It was shown by K. Hepp [1] that in the case of
n-point Lorentz invariant tempered distributions with supports for onepoint only in in V+ft the problem of the description of Lorentz invariant
distributions is reduced to that of the description of the rotation invariant
tempered distributions of n — 1 three-vectors.
The purpose of the present report is to give an effective description
of Lorentz invariant (and covariant) distributions in the above case. We
study the rotation invariant distributions by means of SO(3) — harmonic
analysis on the space S' (H371). The reader is referred to [5] for further
details.
The following notations will remain fixed throughout. Ylm (6, (p) denote the spherical harmonics, i.e., the eigenvectors of the spherical part
of the three-dimensional Laplace operator, Ylm(x) denote corresponding
harmonic polynomial Yj m (x) =rlYlm(0, <p), x^Rz, where f(r,Q) is the
function f(x) in spherical coordinates.
Let 5(JS+X*SO((3)) be the space of the sequences {(pim(f)} (7 = 0,
!,-••; m=—l,-',l) of infinitely differentiable functions (pim(f) on R+,
whose derivatives all have continuous extensions to R+ and are of fast
decrease at infinity (t, Z-»oo). The topology on S(R+ xS(5(3)) is defined by the seminorms

where (I — k) + = max(Z — k, 0) and p, n, q, k are integers.
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With the distribution f(x) €E S/ (I?3) and the harmonic polynomial
faO we relate the distribution flm(f) e S' (JR+)

fim(f) is said to be the spherical harmonic of the distribution f(x) . Using
the estimates for derivatives of the polynomial Yim(x) one can prove that
the sequence flm(t) belongs to S'(fi+ x£<3(3)).
The following theorem shows that the spherical harmonics fim determine the distribution f completely.
Theorem I.

The relation

(f(x) ,<? (*)) = Z.m
X! (flm (0 , r "•JS2f <£G Y
implies the isomorphism between fwo topological spaces: S' (U3)
In our applications we shall use a multivariable version of Theorem
1, which is easy to prove.
For the description of the rotation invariant distributions it is necessary to consider generalized Wigner's symbol, which may be expressed
in terms of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients (IL^m^m^l^jm) and the 3-j
symbol of Wigner

/ /i

4

4

More precisely we have

= I] (limJifn^
P

WJi/0 • • • (Jn-zpn-zln-zm^Jn-zln-zJn-spn-^

Xfj»-*

\Pn-3

k-1

.

I

Wln-l ™

The properties of the generalized Wigner's symbols are analogous to
those of the 3-j symlols of Wigner. This symbol isn't zero only for
li> •"> ln\ Ji> '"> Jn-3 satisfying the polygonal condition. The polygonal condition for the natural numbers Il9 --,1^, Ji9 '".Jn-s is as follows: one can
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construct the polygon such that li,---,ln correspond to the lengths of
sides and jl ••'yjn-s correspond to the lengths of the diagonals which get
going at the vertex where sides li and ln intersect.

By Pn we denote

the set of li,'-,ln', ji, -",jn-z satisfing the polygonal condition.
We relate p— (Z1? • • • , ln\ jly • • • , jn-s) ^Pn

to the invariant spherical

harmonic

li ln
y,=i!TO(\rrii"'
'" m } IJ ^.,(a)-y....(fl.).
n

It corresponds to the invariant polynomial

We define the invariant harmonic fp

of the distribution

3n

S'CR ) by

where
Let S(R^Pn^)

be the space of the sequences {¥p} (p = (lly • • • , /„; J1?

•"jJn-s) ^P-n) of infinitely differentiable functions ¥p(tl9 • • • , O

on J?+,

whose derivatives all have continuous extensions to J?+ and are of fast
decrease at infinity (.£,/,—»°o).

The topology on S(R^Pn) is defined by

the seminorms

where the seminorm W(t)\\$qiS equals
sup ^ ttl - f) * /2 -^ (Z -- f - V2 (l + i=1

w

The multivariable version of Theorem 1 may be used to obtain the
multispherical decomposition of the rotation invariant distribution f.

Let

us consider the transformation of this decomposition under the rotation
from the group SO (3).

By integration over SO (3) with respect to nor-

malized Haar measure we have

Theorem 2.

The sequence {fp} belongs to S' (R\Pn}

(/, ?) =pePn
S (/P, trh/2-~tn-l*/2 Jsax
f

and
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This relation implies the topological isomorphism between the space
of SO (3) -invariant tempered distributions from S' (RSn) and the space
S'(Rn+Pn}.

We restricted our attention to rotation invariant distributions; the
generalization to rotation covariant distributions requires only minor and
mostly obvious modifications.
Recently A. I. Oksak [4] proved that for any compact group G
provided the condition on the system of the standard invariants there
exists an isomorphism between the space of the G-invariant distributions
and the space of the distributions with the supports in the subset of the
G-invariants.

The equivalence result may be generalized to G-covariant

distributions.

However this result seems to be purely esthetical interest

for SO (3) group, because there exists no effective description either of
above isomorphism or of such object as the distribution with support in
algebraic variety of the SO (3) -invariants.
We shall now consider the Lorentz invariant distributions with the
supports in V^XR^.

For any y^V+, let L(y) be the Lorentz trans-

formation corresponding to the A (y) EE SL (2, C)

A (y) = [2 (y, y) "2 ( (y, y) "2 + y0) ] ""2 { ( (y, y) 1/2 + yc)ff0+ yff}
Let Q(X) be a function on J?4. By g(t,r,Q,<p)
g(t, r sinflcos <p9 r sin 6 sin <p, r cos 0).
n

we denote the function

For any p= (h, •••, ln'9 J\, ~m,jn-s)

we define the map Mp by

Mp<p(tQ, •»,* 2n )
= *»i1i'2-«;'-/a J[dy JSZx
f
X <p (y,

where
Let R%*> denote the interval /I2<,t<oo.

The space S(R%*>xRn

xR^Pn) may be defined in the similar way to the space

S(R^Pn*);

for a sequence {(pp(tQ, • • - , ^n, ^n+1, • • • , t2n} an index p^Pn is related to the
variables £n+1, • - - , t zn only.
Hepp's result [1] and Theorem 2 lead immediately to
Proposition 1

For any Lorentz invariant F^S'(V+xR4n) there ex-
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ists a sequence {fp} ^Sf (R(^ X RnX Rn+Pn) such that

This relation implies the topological isomorphism between the space
of L\-invariant tempered distributions from S' (V+ X U4n) and
space Sf («<?'> X Rn X «• Pn) .

the

A.I.Oksak and I.T.Todorov [3] generalized Hepp's result [1] to
Lorentz covariant distributions. This generalization and the covariant version of Theorem 2 may be used to obtain the description of the Lorentz
covariant distribution from S' (Vf X H 4n ).
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